Report a COVID-19 result:
Using the Test Kit Reader

What are we doing?
We have introduced software to read LFD test devices. This will sit in the
current self-report service. There won’t be any additional logins or websites to
use.
The software is able to read test devices as well as or better than the human
eye

Why are we doing this?
We’re doing this for two reasons:
• To increase accuracy of reported LFD test results
• To provide reassurance to people who use LFD tests

What do you need to do?
• Complete the LFD Self-Report service as you are doing now
• You’ll need to allow 30 minutes for your LFD test to develop, then use the SelfReport service immediately
• You’ll be asked to take a photograph of your test kit as you use the service,
following the on-screen instructions

Reporting your result using the reader software
New Screens

If you are unable to take a photo
New Screens

AI Reader FAQ
Question

Answer

My camera doesn’t work / is broken, what
should I do?

You don’t have to use the reader software, just press “I do not want the
service to check my result”

Will the photograph be used to check my
result?

Yes. The photograph will be analysed to provide you with your test result.

Can I use the this on my PC/Laptop instead of
my phone?

The system will detect if you have a compatible camera on your
phone/computer. If you, do it will allow you to use the reader software.

Does it matter if I take the photograph of the
Test upside down?

Yes. Please make sure the sample well on your kit is at the bottom of the
photograph.

Do I line-up the entire test strip in the
rectangle frame OR just the test window?

You should ensure the ENTIRE test strip is included within the frame shown on
the photo capture screen.

Do I still need to wait for my LFD test to
develop?

Yes. You need to allow your LFD test to develop so that the reader can take the
photo at the time the test is most accurate.

